Danes Win Easily Over SCSC

**Page 15**

Pups Hit .500; Aquamen Falter -Page 14, 15

The Danes returned home Saturday night after a thorough road trip. Albany showed no mercy as they handily beat Southern Connecticut 71-48. The Danes, however, have a much tougher task tomorrow as they entertain tough Brockport. This story plus news of the JV game on page 15.

---

Indian RA's Vote to Stop Work; Claim to be Among Lowest Paid in SUNY

In an action Thursday night, Indian Quad RA's voted to begin a work stoppage at 5:01 pm today. The move came as a result of dissatisfaction on the part of the Residence Assistants regarding their salaries.

The contention that SUNYA RA's are undervalued has been the focus behind recent meetings. With the reduction of RA remunerations last year, SUNYA RA's are now earning the lowest paid Residence Assistants in the State University system.

The feeling has been expressed that the RA's should receive more than room compensation for their services. In light of this fact, and in the face of the fact that no administrative action has been taken to remedy the situation, a number of Resident Assistants have gotten together to form the bargaining strategy.

The RA's involved plan to negotiate with Administrative officials. To this end, elected representatives from all ten quads plan to meet with University officials to work on an acceptable agreement.

**Circles of Dissatisfaction**

Dissatisfaction with the RA stipend exists for a number of reasons. One of them is the near fact that, while the cost of campus living has continued to spiral, the RA allowance has been cut considerably. Room, board and tuition last year to even above now. One RA noted the observation that one could have just attended SUNYA as a non-working freshman, than it does today even with the RA job.

Another noted that in light of the fact that there are so many vacant rooms on campus, the University certainly isn't losing anything by providing them with "free" rooms.

Still another Resident Assistant expressed anger at the considerations being given to this summer's Conference Assistants. Reportedly they will be receiving room, board and $950 for their services.

The people in charge of RA hiring have expressed a desire to recruit "quality" people for the job. They feel that better compensation will attract such persons. While aware that the funds for RA payment comes from a different source than RA appropriations, the RA's feel that the same reasons the RA allowances are the highest paid Residence Assistants will not necessarily apply to the RA positions.

**Counter-Arguments**

In response to counter-arguments claiming that current RA's knew what they were to be paid when they applied for the job, and therefore should not complain, a spokesman pointed out that in any job situation, one takes it as it is or knows what one is to be paid. However, that doesn't stop those persons from beginning an action. In this RA job, "You can't change the compensation for a job until you have the job, until you are in a position to bargain."

**Support for Job-Action**

Representatives from each quad's RA staff have been working together, organizing a bargaining committee. Delegates from the demanded RA's are being selected to represent the group.

Residence Assistants on the remaining four quad campuses support Indian's action. Should no agreement be reached, hopefully with "job action" will be fortified.

The RA's feel it is important not only for them, but for the future of the Residence Assistant program to push for these computer resources.
International

BELFAST AP — Three teenagers involved in a student strike which has brought the Belfast Grammar School to a standstill said yesterday the strike would continue, at least for now.

The strike was organized by the Socialist Youth Movement and is believed to be the first student strike in Northern Ireland.

The school was closed yesterday and today, and classes were missed. The strike is to protest against the expulsion of a pupil who was charged with homosexuality.

The strike was organized by the Socialist Youth Movement and is believed to be the first student strike in Northern Ireland.

Washingto...
**SUNY Presidents To Have 5-Year Terms**

In a move aimed at streamlining and stabilizing the administration of the college presidency, the SUNY Board of Trustees today voted to establish a five-year term for SUNY presidents. This new policy, which is consistent with similar changes in other major state university systems, is expected to reduce turnover and provide more time for presidents to develop long-term administrative plans and strategies.

これまで、大学院長の任期は短く、大学の運営に支障をきたすことがあった。この新しい政策は、他の大規模な州立大学システムと同様に、大学院長の任期を5年とし、院長が長期的な計画と戦略を策定するのに十分な時間を与えることになる。

The new policy, which will be implemented by the Board of Trustees, is expected to result in greater stability and continuity in the administration of the college presidency. This will provide presidents with the time and resources they need to develop long-term plans and strategies for their institutions.

この新しい政策は、大学の運営がより安定し、院長が長期的な計画と戦略を策定するのに十分な時間を与えることになる。

The Board aims to have the new policy fully implemented by the end of the current academic year, and to begin a review of the policy after five years to determine its effectiveness.

この政策は、学年度の残り時間までに完全に実装される予定で、その後5年後にはその効果を評価するレビューを始めることになる。

**Advisors Interviewed on New Policy**

The new policy also includes a number of provisions designed to ensure that the new system is effective and fair. These provisions include:

- **Nomination Process**: The policy establishes a formal nomination process for presidential candidates. This will ensure that a wide range of candidates are considered for the position.

- **Review Process**: The policy requires that reviews of presidential performance be conducted at regular intervals, to ensure that the system is working effectively.

- **Accountability**: The policy also includes provisions to hold presidents accountable for their performance, including the establishment of a system for evaluating the effectiveness of presidents.

These provisions are expected to ensure that the new system is effective and fair, and that the policy is implemented in a way that is consistent with the goals of the SUNY Board of Trustees.

この新しい政策は、新制度が効果的で公平であることを確保し、参酌した政策の手続きを導入します。この手続きは、様々な候補者を考慮するための正式な手続きを設けます。

すべての文書は、SUNY Board of Trusteesの目的と一致していると期待されます。

The Board is committed to ensuring that the new policy is implemented effectively and that it meets the needs of the SUNY system. The Board is also committed to reviewing the policy regularly to ensure that it continues to meet those needs.

この政策は、効果的に実装され、SUNYシステムのニーズに合っていることを確保しています。また、この政策は定期的にレビューされ、それを継続的に満たしていることを確認することにコミットしています。

**Additional Information**

For more information on the new policy, please contact the SUNY Board of Trustees office at 518-455-5000.

この政策の詳細は、SUNY Board of Trusteesのオフィスに連絡してください。

The SUNY Board of Trustees thanks all those who have contributed to the development of this policy, and looks forward to implementing it in a way that is consistent with the needs of the SUNY system.

SUNY Board of Trustees is grateful forすべての皆さんの貢献を感謝し、新規政策を導入する際のSUNYシステムのニーズに合っていると期待しています。
The Greek Scene: Friendship and Involvement

by Larry Wall

One of the most often heard complaints about the college is that the Greeks are bad, and unsavory. It is regrettable to note that this is true. To be sure, there are students who believe this, and there are many, it is quite possible that they haven't looked closely enough. There are certain organizations, located on Colonial and Dutch Quadrangles that surely are not as

to this position. They are "Greek" organizations, Insurance

The Ontario St.

Beer & Rock Garden

257 Ontario St.

Albany

Open Weds. thru Saturday Sat.

Tuesdays - Thursdays

Fridays - Saturdays

beer & soft drinks

Beer & Rock Garden

The Beer in Line Rock Entertainment

Fridays at 9:15PM

Most Friday Afternoons

Free Keg of Beer

February Special

Help Wanted

Two special student assistants for Central Council.

No real experience necessary, but typing skill would

be helpful.

Approximately 10 hours per week for the rest of the

semester, on a flexible schedule.

Pay is fair and job should be interesting and

rewarding.

Must have a pleasant and friendly disposition.

Apply in CC 346 before February 8.

There Will Be A

MANDATORY

WSUA STAFF

MEETING

On Sunday, February 4

at 8 pm in CC 315

ALL Staff Members and Trainees

MUST Attend!

P.S. There's a chance we might stop by for a drink!
The War Goes On
So the long awaited peace is finally here!

Is it really true that the most brutal and unpopular war in American history is finally over? We think not. We have little reason to believe that America's diligence in maintaining the terms of the settlement means equal peace. We know, from long and bitter experience that the United States government will have little intention of abiding by the terms of the settlement without our influence. This war has changed and is still changing by the time this issue moves out of press.

Is it time for us to join in this debate? The vast majority of Americans believe that this is a separate issue from the primary one, which is the primary one, which is the war itself, the war itself. The war itself cannot end.

The new administration of President Nixon, who has promised to withdraw American troops from Vietnam, is not a reason for American citizens to do things which can lead to addiction and often death. Heroin is a dangerous drug. With regular use it can lead to addiction and often death. Those dangers, however, are not the same as the dangers posed by the war itself. American soldiers have the right to do harm to themselves or others. They are not deprived of their basic rights by being in the military. They are not deprived of their basic rights by being in the military.

Legalize Heroin?
by Mike Frost

Would they legalize heroin? According to Chicago economist Milton Friedman we should. The problem in arguing in favor of legalization is that heroin is a dangerous drug. With regular use it can lead to addiction and often death. Those dangers, however, are not the same as the dangers posed by the war itself. American soldiers have the right to do harm to themselves or others. They are not deprived of their basic rights by being in the military. They are not deprived of their basic rights by being in the military.

Should we prohibit people from going right to free choice? Therefore, laws which prevent Americans from choosing to take heroin deprive the citizen of a right which, in a free society, is one of the most basic rights which citizens are guaranteed.

But we're responsible for a large variety of the immediate circumstances in which our society is becoming a more free and open society. The argument against legalization of heroin is that it leads to addiction and often death. Those dangers, however, are not the same as the dangers posed by the war itself. American soldiers have the right to do harm to themselves or others. They are not deprived of their basic rights by being in the military. They are not deprived of their basic rights by being in the military.

Legalization of heroin is not a separate issue from the primary one, which is the war itself, the war itself. The war itself cannot end.

It appears to me that the primary one, which is the war itself, the war itself, the war itself. The war itself cannot end. The war itself cannot end. The war itself cannot end.

Evaluation Fine, But...

As the news story in this issue points out, the State University of New York is now replacing the indefinite terms of its college and other products, as well as the Chancellor, with five year appointments. After five years, those officials will be subject to revaluation by the voters. Additionally, the five year appointments will allow for periodic presidential reviews, enabling college presidents to gain broad perspectives and to organize and administer in a more effective manner.

The history of student input into decision making here at SUNY does not provide cause to be optimistic about future prospects for meaningful student influence on decision making. We have little reason to trust Nixon. Our trust will be demonstrated by his administration and the American public.

The war itself cannot end. The war itself cannot end. The war itself cannot end.

The War Goes On
So the long awaited peace is finally here!

Is it really true that the most brutal and unpopular war in American history is finally over? We think not. We have little reason to believe that America's diligence in maintaining the terms of the settlement means equal peace. We know, from long and bitter experience that the United States government will have little intention of abiding by the terms of the settlement without our influence. This war has changed and is still changing by the time this issue moves out of press. It appears that the war itself cannot end. The war itself cannot end. The war itself cannot end.
Science: The Artificial Cell

by Saul Paul Singer

Here is a recipe for artificial cells: take a batch of bacteria, and let them do what they do naturally. Then add certain chemicals that will mimic the natural environment, and you have a batch of artificial cells. This is what Glazier, who was responsible for "The Producers," was executive screenwriter. Currently, a sampling of what crazy antics they are capable of producing has managed, throughout his career, to keep topping himself. "The Twelve Chairs" is based on the novel by Ilf and Petrov, about Indian Quad card holders -

8th Step: "Cossi fan tutti"


IFG Midnights

Who would buy a Japanese spy movie remove the soundtrack and replay it with the product of his own warp mind? You have two guesses.

"WHAT'S UP, TIGER LILY?"

with the talents of Woody Allen, Louise Lasser and the Lovin' Spoonful

with two appropriate shorts

MIDNIGHT Sat. Feb. 3 1C 18

IFG Midnights, the international film group, presents the university of new york in albuquerque.
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View/Comment/Preview/Comment/

Young View of Washington

Kangaroo Traffic Courts

Paul Harvey News

The Moths Have It - We Don't

by Ron Simmons

Raven's Nest (editor's note: the following is an interview with Diane Ross)

Collect out for Diane Ross, will be a black mask "street" situation, produced by Mike headed by the second phase. You realize that you can move from one[...]

"I was good, but the film was a failure. As a historical drama it was so perfect that at the very beginning Billy Hatley's life was perfect. He was perfect in the face of what we know today. I was never so certain that anything was going to be successful."

"We have to deal with the sex bug on this show, and we've done so for years. We could get a lot of luck in all kinds of situations but it's not really for me. My husband, Billie, and I don't do it. If you don't do it, you don't get what you want."

"Yes, but Diane's (and a moment) woman would not have anything to do with me."

"My love, I'm not wrong to be happy."

"The Journal discovered that one of the things most Americans do is drink."

"I never had problems with the law because of my smoking, drinking, drug use, or anything else."

"We have to deal with the sex bug on this show, and we've done so for years. We could get a lot of luck in all kinds of situations but it's not really for me. My husband, Billie, and I don't do it. If you don't do it, you don't get what you want."

Paul Harvey News

You know how many of them there is any number of them in a film? It's a film, it's Diane, she's Diane, she's Diane, she's Diane!"
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Movies:

Black Girl: A Beautiful Film

By Toni Ross

Hollywood producers have few qualms about exploiting the doings of others. For once, however, a producer has turned to the family as a potential feature film. From the same people that brought us the movie "Black Girl," comes the title "Black Girl: A Beautiful Film." The film is a straightforward story of a comical and endearing young girl, and how her life is changed by the presence of a new member in her family. The film is directed by Zaena Como, and stars an all-black cast. The acting is uniformly excellent, and the storyline is engaging. The film is recommended for all audiences, and is a must-see for anyone interested in the family or the entertainment industry.
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For the Roses • Joni Mitchell

Caravanserai • Santana

Gypsy Cowboy New Riders

Jethro Tull

Europe '72 The Grateful Dead

The specific circumstances of the Roses are the result of a common enough phenomenon. Every family has its own set of problems and challenges. What makes the Roses different is their ability to deal with these problems in a positive and constructive way. The Roses' daughter, Marie, is suddenly real for blacks, as they face the challenges of life in a white-dominated world. The Roses' daughter and the sisters don't have the same opportunities as other children born in this country. They are denied access to the same resources and experiences as other children. The Roses' daughters, und lives vicariously through their mother's eyes. For once, a black drama that would draw family attention from them.
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**Star-Spangled Bluegrass**

You, beyond the shadow of a doubt, The Star-Spangled Bluegrass will make their return appearance at Albany State on February 2 at 8:30 P.M. Their concert is the Campus Center Ballroom. You’ll be the first dancing at SUNYA this year, after turning in several fine performances last year, including a show at the David Beecher concert last spring.

This year, the band has been performing through-out the Northeast at college concerts. They’ve turned in outstanding performances at the Bitter End and the Music Academy of N.Y.C., and have become favorites in Woodstock. The SUNYA, if you haven’t heard them, are indubitably. A unique blend of crony and music is performed by this super group. The music is known on stages and stages from band to bluesman, region in classical, including a rare commercial which they themselves have occu-pied, “Bogey.”

The concert this Friday night is being sponsored by the Class of 75. All proceeds from the concert is $12.50. Tickets are on sale for $12.50.

To stop by the Friday night at the UC Ballroom at 8:30 P.M. Albany State of New York is a free fun event, and catch the Star-Spangled Bluegrass in the evening. The group performs occasionally, except for the occasional sale of an acoustic Ringer guitar somewhere.

The concert Friday night is being sponsored by the Class of 75. All proceeds from the concert is $12.50. Tickets are on sale for $12.50.

To stop by the Friday night at the UC Ballroom at 8:30 P.M. Albany State of New York is a free fun event, and catch the Star-Spangled Bluegrass in the evening. The group performs occasionally, except for the occasional sale of an acoustic Ringer guitar somewhere.

**"Good Eats" Saturday Night**

On February 2, come to the Laboratory Theatre. Enjoy the latest in Good Eats. "If Good Be of the Devil’s Own," the new musical show at SUNYA, has announced the following show times.

- 8:30 p.m. (Saturdays)
- 8:30 p.m. (Sundays)

The show is a modern take on Shakespeare’s comedic masterwork with music by Stephen Kamper. The show opens Friday, February 2, at 8:30 p.m. and runs through Sunday, February 4, at 8:30 p.m.

**“Black Poets” at Albany Library**

**FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1973**

COLUMBUS—MORE STARTLING THAN THE GRADUATE


**"Ryan’s Daughter" at Tower East**

Tower East Center is now accepting reservations for the romantic comedy "Ryan’s Daughter." The show will be presented on February 2 at 8:00 p.m. and Sunday, February 4, at 8:00 p.m.

**TXO Fraternity Invites All Rushes to a Downtown Keg**

The TXO Fraternity will be hosting a Keg Party on Friday, February 2, at 8:00 p.m. in the Party Lounge. Attendees will have the opportunity to socialize and have fun with other members of the fraternity. The event is open to all students, and everyone is welcome to attend.

**Visit our**

- **17 TRIPLE DECKER SANDWICHES**
- **Always a Special Treat on Sundays**
- **in the Party Lounge**
- **At College Boarding House**
- **Albany Hall Basement**
- **PLATT’S PLACE**
- **COLUMBUS—MORE STARTLING THAN THE GRADUATE**
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Letters to the Editor

Coronary Phlatomy

To the editor:

My interest lies in Mr. Colin's poor but honest and courageous point of view of coronary phlatomy. My feeling is that I would prefer to live in a society where one could attain a heart that is free of disease. I believe that Mr. Colin's desire to have a heart transplanted is a step in the right direction.

Robert W. Franklin

Graver Than a Graveyard

To the editor:

The letter to a medical professional regarding the case of the Office of Residences will be of great interest to those who are interested in this matter. The office of residences is a place where students can go to resolve their problems. I believe that Mr. Colin's case is a good example of this.

Richard B. Smith
How to Succeed At Scholarship

By Ray Gries

An open letter to the Governor

To the Governor:

One of my concerns, namely, is the steady erosion of living the Christian principles that were, of course, yours. Most of all, I do not have an opportunity to do anything to undo the damage you have done.

Your actions are contrary to those held by the vast majority of those who have been slighted.

The best of these games is virtually inevitable, and provides the gameplaying to be the basis of both fun and enjoyment. By following this guide, you will be able to play truly enjoyable games.

Karen

What More Do They Want??

By Mike McGinn

Before beginning this article, the author must clarify that the views expressed are not necessarily those of the editor. The author was not involved in any decision making to include this article. Mike McGinn.

The author of this article is Mike McGinn. He is a student at the University of Southern California. He has written extensively on the topic of collaboration. Mike McGinn.

Vietnam Round-Up

by George Silver

A typical week during the Vietnam Conflict is one that begins with some gloom at the thought of being involved in the conflict. The war in Vietnam is not easy to understand, and often leaves one feeling helpless. The only way to deal with this is to keep a positive attitude.

The military tension also generates a great deal of debate among students. Some students are against the war, while others are for it. There are also those who feel that the war is necessary in order to preserve our way of life. There are those who feel that the war is a mistake, and that it is causing too much destruction.
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Wanted:

WSUA Radio is looking for an engineer. Must know something about transistors and electrical wiring. If you are interested call 457-5808. Also needs an electrician. Leave your name and phone number.
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Students React To Peace

by Andrea Caruso

The Vietnam War evolved into a war born from hatred and lust from the US and its allies. It forced us to commit atrocities we will never forget and scared deep pixels about what we would do in the future. Many people believe that Nixon and the way he handled things were not appropriate. I saw Nixon behind glass on television, and it forced us to commit atrocities we will never forget and raised deep questions about our morality. Now as a young person, I can't believe how the war ended.

Around the campus as well as outside, there is a feeling of closure. Many students and faculty members, started in the war with nosso. Some students (like Carol Landis, wonder if the war will ever end).

One of the major issues of the war is the war itself. The war ended on August 21, 1973. The United States was pulled out of the war, but many people believe that Nixon and the way he handled things were not appropriate. The war ended with the signing of the Paris Peace Accords, which stated that the war was over. However, the war's impact on the United States is still felt today. The war ended, but the memories and lessons learned from the war will never be forgotten.

Some students feel that the war was a mistake, while others are proud of the sacrifices made. However, the war's impact on the United States is still felt today. The war ended, but the memories and lessons learned from the war will never be forgotten.

Dorm Study Due

Le Cong Giau is a science student and former student leader of the executive committee of the Union of Vietnamese Students (1965-1966). Giau was arrested on August 5, 1972 by the Saigon municipal police when leaving a bar to return home. The same night, August 5, Giau was taken handcuffed and hooded to the office of the director of the interrogation center (Mr. Truong Van Chinh). Giau also produced two other Nguyen, assistant director in charge of the special police, and captain Mai, head of the interrogation room, as well as two interrogation officers. He was immediately subjected to torture and interrogation and forced to admit to having participated in NLF organizations. Giau protested vigorously against the accusations. Nevertheless, he has continually suffered all manner of torture: pressure pressing a rubber band on the head, chest, shoulders, hands, thighs, knees, and feet. Bruising injuries were placed on his mouth, nose, and nostrils and mouth until he fainted; then he was kicked in the chest, chest, shoulders, hands, thighs, knees, and feet. The torture was applied from 10 p.m. to 4 a.m. on August 6.

Giau was taken away and hidden in a closed truck so that he would not be seen by an International Red Cross inspector team. On September 30, one of Giau's fellow prisoners happened to overhear the torturers talking among them: "we have never seen anybody so hard to break as this kid (speaking about Giau). We nevertheless try every possible and irremovable technique, but to no avail. He will not talk. There is nothing we can do, we can only kick him." Giau is now unable to speak. He remains speechless, but his face is covered with blood. With the torture, the interrogator finally admitted to Giau's fellow prisoners that they had been unable to break Giau's silence.

We Wish To Alert Public Opinion

To The Imminent Death of Le Cong Giau

We wish to bring to the attention of the public the imminent death of Le Cong Giau, a student at present detained by the special police of the municipal police. According to the testimony of many of our fellow students, who have been released from the municipal police department, Giau'sigmatical and jests were all made because of the astuteness of his corruptions. The torture was applied from 10 p.m. to 4 a.m. on August 6.

Death of Le Cong Giau

pect; pips were driven into the ends of fingers. His fingers turned and turned when his feet turned, and his feet turned when his fingers turned. A large quantity of water was forced through his nostrils until he retched; then he was kicked in the chest, chest, shoulders, hands, thighs, knees, and feet. The torture was applied from 10 p.m. to 4 a.m. on August 6. Giau was carried away and hidden in a closed truck so that he would not be seen by the International Red Cross inspector team. On September 30, one of Giau's fellow prisoners happened to overhear the torturers talking among them: "we have never seen anybody so hard to break as this kid (speaking about Giau). We nevertheless try every possible and irremovable technique, but to no avail. He will not talk. There is nothing we can do, we can only kick him." Giau is now unable to speak. He remains speechless, but his face is covered with blood. With the torture, the interrogator finally admitted to Giau's fellow prisoners that they had been unable to break Giau's silence.
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Wrestlers Gain Revenge; Demolish Oneonta

by KenRad Adams

The Albany wrestling team won with ease in its Homecoming Wednesday night in an easy match.坛自 winner

the score might before losing 11-9 to the

Danes had expected an easy win. Instead, the

match was handily as the 31-9 score might have

been.

Albany's record would be dras-

tically better for the first time in

months.

Another undefeated Albany

wrestler, co-captain Jeff Al-

bano, won his match at 170 lb.

He was one of the four

winners in the second period. It

is a tale to tell in Jeff's battle of

the 170 lb. class, as he was able

to win.

Tom Horn lost his first duel

against last year's state champ-

ionship. Whether it be a match

for the 190 lb class versus

Albany, in a battle of unbeatens

versus 1984, they would be tough but both

Albany's next home match is

scheduled to be against Oneonta.

There is little hint of the pres-

sure which has been with

Albany this year. Frank, who wrestled in

his first district meet match against last year's

state champ, is a winner sounds. That then, is

one strong point as this year's

season.

At the end of the home

season, Albany will not have

achieved much. The Albany

wrestlers will be able to stand

by their Danes as they

face the future.

Swimming

by Steven L. Kist

Albany State Swimming Coach

Jeanne Pugh, a native of

Pittsburgh, Pa., is a man of little

extravagant gestures. Whether it is

a race, a training meet or a

recreation swim, Pugh...
Wrestlers Gain Revenge; Demolish Oneonta

by Kenneth Arduino

The Albany wrestling team was avenge in its annual dual against Oneonta Wednesday night at the Coliseum. The Danes, who had been the better team for the last year, were defeated by a 45-20 margin, their heaviest defeat at home in recent memory.

The win was especially sweet for Albany's captains, Jeff Altobelli, John Dabbs, and John Skoufias, who had all been seniors last year and had been looking forward to this year's revenge. They had not been able to defeat Oneonta in the past two years and were determined to change that this year.

Albany's coaches, including head coach Jim Mullen, were pleased with the team's performance.


Swimming

by Steven K. Katz

The Albany swimming team improved its season record to 5-5 with a 91-46 win over Cortland Tuesday night. The win was a significant one for the team, as it was the first time in two years that Albany had defeated Cortland.

The win was particularly impressive for the Albany relay teams, which won both the 400-yard freestyle and the 200-yard medley relay.

The team's bronze medalist in the 200-yard freestyle, David Abrams, was pleased with the team's performance.


EVENTS:
11:00—RUSH IS ON! P11
1:00—All The Way, All The Way Now P11
2:00—Back to Back
3:00—The New Prospects P12
4:00—The River Boys P12
5:00—The Modern Masters P12
6:00—The Future Stars P12
7:00—The Oldtimers P12
8:00—The Legends P12
9:00—The Champions P12
10:00—The Final Four P12
11:00—The Timeless P12
12:00—The All-Time Greats P12
Unbelievable Danes Upset Brockport

Smith Nets 15

Unbelievable Danes Upset Brockport

A crowd in excess of 3,000 turned out to watch the Great Danes take on Brockport. It was the second largest crowd ever to watch a home game.

Wrestlers Win Four: Still Undefeated

Pups Win Fourth In A Row

Waterman Closer Than Ever Before

Teaching Excellence Documented

Final Decision Soon

RA "Job Action" Continues

Problems on Alumni

A Waiting Game